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Abstract. The •bsorption cross-section
of g•seousHOBr w•s determinedover the
w•velength r•nge 235 to 430 nm with • spectrM resolutionof 0.6 nm full width •t
hMf m•ximum (FWHM) using• diode•rr•y spectrometer.The spectrumof HOBr

shows
twomMn•bsorption
b•ndswith m•xim• near282nm (cr=(3.1:1:0.4)x10
-•9
cm2 molecule
-• •nd 350 nm (cr=12.5+ 1.6)x10
-2ø cm2 molecule
-•) extending
out to 430 nm. The •bsorption cross-sectionsin the first •bsorption b•nd •re in

good agreementwith • recent determination;the cross-sections
in the secondband
however, •re •pproxim•tely • f•ctor of 2.5 l•rger th•n previously determined. In
•ddition we provide evidencein support of • we•k b•nd in HOBr •round 440 nm

(cr•7.Sx10
-2• cm2 molecule
-•) •s observed
by Barneset al. [1996].The •bsorption
cross-sectionof Br20, which w•s used to prepare HOBr, w•s determined over the
w•velength r•nge 230 to 750 nm. The spectrum showsfour absorption b•nds with

m•xim•
•t314
nm
(or=(2.1
4-0.3)x10
-15
cm
•molecule-l),
350
nm
(cr=(•li•
40.2)x10-•$ cm• molecule-•),520nm (cr--(4.44- 0.5)x10-•0 cm• molecule- and
665 nm (cr-(6.2 + 0.9)x10-•ø cm• molecule-•).The visiblebands•t 520 nm
•nd 660 nm h•ve not been observedpreviously. The equilibrium constant, for •he
reaction Br•O + H•O •

2HOBr w•s determined to be 0.037 4- 0.004 a• 298

K. Measurement of the equilibrium constant •s • function of •emper•ture enabled

valuesfor AH298K -- (13.0+ 0.5)kJ mol-• andAS298
K -- (16+ 2) J mol-• K-•
to be determined. The absorption cross-sectiondata for HOBr have been used in
a photochemicalbox model to investigate the significanceof these results in the
lower stratosphere. The model results are comparedwith observationsduring a

recentStratosphericPhotochemistry,Aerosolsand DynamicsExpedition (SPADE)
and showthat the revisedHOBr cross-section,coupledto the rapid heterogeneous
conversionof BrONO2 to HOBr, can accountquantitativelyfor the abrupt morning
rise in HO•.
Introduction

(R2)

Interest in the spectroscopyof atmospheric bromine
specieshas been stimulated by their role as catalysts in

Reaction (R2) followed by the photolysisof HOBr
has recently been suggestedas a possiblesourceof OH
radicals in the lower stratosphere(Hanson and Ravis-

stratospheric
ozonedepletion[Yun#et al., 1980].HOBr
is thought to be a major bromine reservoirproduced by

the gas phasereaction of BrO with HO2 (Poulet ½tal.

H20 • BrONO2

--+

HOBr + HNO3

hankara[1995]).

[10921,Bridier et al. [1003]):

The heterogeneousreaction between HOBr and HC1
which links the C1 and Br cyclesis also thought to be

(R1)

importantparticularlyin polarregions(Abbatt[1994]):

HO2 +BrO

•

HOBr+ O2

and by the hydrolysis of BrONO2 which occursheterogeneouslyon atmosphericaerosolparticles (Hanson and

(R3)

Ravishankara
[1995],Lary et al. [1996]):

At midlatitudeshowever,the followingO3 destruction catalyticcyclecanoccur(Yunget al. [1980],Garcia andSolomon[1994]),startingwith (R1):
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At altitudes >30 km HOBr can also be destroyedvia

the reactionwith O(3P) (Nesbittet al. [1995]).

(R7) HOBr + O(aP)

> BrO + OH

Sample Preparation

HOBr was preparedby the addition of H•.O vapor to
a sample of Br•.O in the absorption cell and allowing
the establishmentof the following equilibrium

However,despitethe importanceof HOBr in the atmosphere,informationon the UV visibleabsorption (RS) Br•.O + H•.O •
spectrumis rather limited. The first determination

2HOBr

Thus from the changein Br20 upon addition of exof the UV-visible absorptioncross-section
of gaseous
HOBr has been made only recently by Orlando and cessH•.O it was possibleto determinethe HOBr concen-

Burkholder[1995]. As part of a studyof bromineox-

tration.

Since this method

relies on an accurate

knowl-

edgeof the Br•.O concentration,it was thereforenecescross-sections
for gaseous
HOBr and Br20. The results sary to first prepare Br•.O and measureits absorption

ides we have redetermined the UV visible absorption

are comparedwith the recentmeasurements
of Orlando crosssection in the absenceof H•O vapor.
Br•.O was prepared by the reaction of gaseousBr•.
andBurkholder[1995].
The measured cross-,q•.ctionsfor HOBr have been
(Aristar grade 99.95%. BDH Ltd.) with dry yellow
usedto calculatejaoBr in a photochemicalbox model HgO powder(99%, Aldrich) as describedby Zintl and
whichincludesheterogeneous
brominechemistryto as- Rieniicker[1930]'
sessits potentialfor OH productionin the lowerstrato-

sphere
assuggested
byHanson
andRavishankara
[1995]. (R9)
The model resultsare comparedto recentobservations

of $alawitchet al. [1994].

Experimental

Method

2Br2 + HgO

> Br20 + HgBr2

Approximately 60 torr of Br2 was frozen onto 3 to 4
g of HgO in a trap at 77 K. The trap was then warmed
to 263 K over a period of 30 to 60 mins after which
the contents were frozen into a secondtrap at 77 K lo-

cated closeto the absorptioncell. Sincereaction(R9)
was
found to yield at most 1-2% Br20 it was necesApparatus
sary to concentrate the sample by repeating the above
The experimentalsystemconsistedof a double-jacketedprocedure four to five times to ensure sufficient Br20
quartz cell, 100 cm long x 2.0 cm diameter,which was for spectral measurements. Careful distillation of the
coupledto a dual-beam diode array spectrometer(Rat- second trap contents over a period of several hours at
tigan et al. [1993]). Two differentgratingswereused 213K resultedin a smallamountof red/brownmaterial
for the spectral measurements. A 150 groovesper mm whichwastypically 70-80%Br20, the remainderbeing
grating with a spectral range of • 305 nm dispersed Br2. The sample of Br20 obtained from this method
over a 512 element array was used for spectral measure- was sufficient for three to four experiments. For specments of Br20 in the wavelength region 460 to 750 nm tral measurements the trap at 213 K was allowed to
and for HOBr in the wavelength range 263 to 569 nm. warm up to room temperature and a sample of Br20
In all other casesa 600 groovesper mm grating with a was measuredinto the absorption cell. In betweenmeaspectral range of • 75 nm was used. An entrance slit surementsthe sample of Br20 was kept in a darkened
width of 100 •um was used in both casesproviding res- trap at 213 K.
olutionsof m 2.5 nm (FWHM) and 0.6 nm full width
half maximum(FWHM) respectively.The higherresolution of the 600 groove per mm grating greatly aided Results
in the spectral subtraction of Br2 and Br20. With this
grating measurementswere made over severaldifferent Absorption Spectrum of Br20
spectral regions from 235 to 590 nm, ensuring a 10 to
In all casessamplesof Br20 containedconsiderable
15 nm overlap between adjacent segments. For measurements at wavelengths>300 nm a Pyrex filter was amountsof Br2. Furthermore,samplesof Br20 in the
mounted in the monitoring beam to avoid higher or- absorptioncell were found to undergothermal decomder radiation from reaching the detector. For the Br20 positioninto molecularBr2. In order to determinethe
spectrum a filter with a cutoff at 420 nm was used in spectrum of Br20. it was necessaryto quantitatively
the spectral measurements of the band from 550 to 750 subtract the absorption due to Br2 using a reference
nm. Wavelength calibrationswere made usingemission spectrum of Br2 recordedwith the same spectralresolines of Hg, Zn and Cd from a Philips 93145 spectral lution. Br2 showsvibrational structure in its absorption
lamp and an entrance slit width of 10 •um. The accu- spectrumin the regionfrom 515 to 565 nm due to the
racy of the wavelength calibrations are 0.6 nm for the electronic
transition
B3II(Ou
+) < X•Eg
+. Quantita150 groove per mm grating and 0.15 nm for the 600 tive subtraction of the Br2 absorption present in each
groove per mm grating. Gas pressureswere measured samplewas carried out using a least squaresfit to the
on a calibrated 100 torr Baratron capacitancemanome- differential spectra of the sample containing Br20 and
Br2 and the Br2 referenceover this structured region.
ter (MKS Instruments).
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A typical fit is shown in figure 1 at 298 K. Figure 2

0.015

showsa sampleBr20/Br2 spectrum(line a), estimated
Br2 (0.02 torr) in the sampleusingthe fitting routine
(line b) and the residualspectrum(Br20 - 0.07 torr)
(line c) after spectralsubtractionof (line b) from (line
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a) in the region490 to 565 nm.
The amount of Br20 present in each sample was estimated by convertingthe Br20 into Br2 by photolysis.

0.005

Absorption cross sections for Br2 of $eery and Brit-

ton [1964]wereusedto determinethe amountof Br2
present in the samples before and after photolysis and
the Br20 concentration was determined by difference.

,

0.00•80

Small amounts of BrO m 1-2 x 10TMmolecule cm -a were

detected during the illumination period consistentwith
conversionby the following reaction mechanismas pro-

posedby Orlandoand Burkholder[1995]'
(R10) Br20 + h•
• Br + BrO
(Rll)
(R12)
(R13)

Br + Br20
BrO +BrO
BrO + BrO

. > Br2 + BrO
• 2Br+ 02
• Br2 + 02

The abovemechanism
resultsin the followingoverall
stoichiomctric

reaction:

2Br20

.

•

2Br2 4- O2

From a knowledgeof the Br20 concentrationand the
absorptionspectrum, the absorptioncross-sections
for

,
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Figure 2. Samplespectrumcontainingapproximately
0.1 torr of Br20 + Br2 (line a), Br2 referencespectrum
(lineb) and the Br20 spectrum(linec) after subtraction of (line b) from (line a). Instrumentresolutionis
0.6 nm (FWHM).

values
reported
by OrlandoandBurkholder
[1995].Tabulatedvaluesaregivenin Table1. Thereis verygood
agreement(to within m 10%) betweenthe two studies
at wavelengths
shorterthan 400 nm. The absorption
crosssectionat the maximumnear314 nm= (2.1 4-

0.3)x10
-•s cm2 molecule
-• is in goodagreement
with

the earlier value of (2.3 4- 0.3)x10-is cm2 molecule-•.
Br20 couldthen be determinedusingthe Beer Lam- However,at wavelengths
greaterthan 400 nm the valbert Law. A complete spectrumfor Br20 was sub- uesfi'omthis studyare significantly
higherthan those
sequentlyconstructedfrom 240 to 750 nm by record- of Orlando and Burkholder which show a cutoff at m
ing spectrain severalregionsworkingtowardsshorter 440 nm. The difference between the two measurements
wavelengthsand ensuringan overlapof at least 15 nm is approximately
an orderof magnitudeat 430nm. Orbetween adjacent segments. Correction for the contri- landoand Burkholder
useda shorterpath lengthcell
bution due to Br2 at shorterwavelengths
was carried of 20 cm and their observed residuals after subtraction
out from a knowledgeof the spectralshapeand the ab- of Br2 from their spectrawerem 5x10-4 (at the desorptioncross-sections
of Br20 and Br2 in the overlap tectionlimit) at wavelengths
greaterthan 440 nm. In
region.
the subtraction
of Br2fromtheir samples
of Br20 they
Figure 3 showsthe cross-sections
of Br20 determined assumedthat the absorbancedue to Br20 was zero at

by the abovedescribedmethod,comparedto the recent 440nm andbeyond.In thepresent
experiments
(path
length• 100cm) the procedureusedto correctfor Br2
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Figure 1. Differentialfit of a samplespectrumcontainingBr20 + Br2 (dashedline) to the Br2 reference Figure 3. Absorptioncross-sections
of Br20 at 298 K
spectrum(solidline) and the residualsafter subtraction determined
in this work(solidline) andselected
data
(thickline).Instrument
resolution
is0.6nm(FWHM). of OrlandoandBurkholder
[1995](squares).
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Table 1. Absorption cross-sections
of Br•.O and HOBr at 298 K
Wavelength (nm)

Br20 (10-xs cm2 molecule
-x)
Orlando • Burkholder[1995]

This Work

HOBr (10-20 cm2 molecule
-x)
Orlando• Burkholder[1995]

This Work

240
245

0.869
0.630

0.805
0.601

0.43
1.88

6.68
5.22

250
255
260
265
270
275
280
285
290
295
300
305
310
315
320
325
330
335
340
345
350
355
360
365
370
375

0.443
0.322
0.249
0.211
0.206
0.252
0.361
0.571
0.883
1.30
1.72
2.07
2.26
2.29
2.20
2.08
1.99
1.94
1.94
1.94
1.91
1.82
1.64
1.51
1.36
1.15

0.429
0.303
0.218
0.169
0.152
0.182
0.279
0.470
0.770
1.16
1.55
1.86
2.04
2.08
1.95
1.87
1.78
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.71
1.64
1.53
1.38
1.23
1.09

4.53
8.24

6.74
9.93

12.9

14.1

18.5

18.9
23.9
28.0

380
385

0.988
0.835

0.971
0.868

390
395

0.704
0.600

0.776
0.689

400

0.487
0.382

0.603

405
410
415

0.283
0.201

0.439
0.365

420

0.126

0.298

425
430
435
440
445
450

0.070
0.023

0.241
0.194
0.155
0.123
0.099
0.079

455
460
465
470
475
480
485
490
495
500
505
510
515

0.519

0.063
0.051
0.044
0.038
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.036
0.038
0.040
0.042
0.043
0.045

24.0
28.5
30.8
30.4
27.3

30.8
28.7

22.3
16.4
10.5

25.2
20.9
16.8

7.02
4.78

13.8
11.8

3.95
4.19

10.8

4.89

11.0

5.34
5.69
5.98

12.0

30.4

10.6
11.5
12.3

5.98
5.89
5.70
5.22
4.53
3.81
3.02
2.25
1.67
1.08
0.18
0.29

8.37
7.40
6.22
5.08
4.13
3.27
2.56

0.0

2.04

12.5
12.2

11.6
10.7
9.59

1.59
1.28

1.06
0.92
0.84
0.74
0.71
0.67

0.65
0.61
0.53
0.49
0.40
0.34
0.28
0.21
0.14
0.09
0.05
0.0

was by fitting to the vibrational structure in the Br•. weretypically,, :t:lx10-4, showing
nosystematic
varispectrumreferred to aboveand appreciableabsorption ation overan approximate
orderof magnituderangein

whichwasnot due to Br•. was observedat wavelengths Br2 concentration. Two fi•rther bands were observed in
•440 nm as shown in figure 2. The residualsobtained thevisibleregionof the spectrum;
thefirstonepeaking
after spectral subtractionusingthe differentialmethod around 520 nm with a cross-sectionof ,, 4 x 10-•'ø cm•'
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molecule- • and a secondbroader band from 580 nm ex-

tending beyond 750 nm with a peak cross-sectionof 6.2

• 0.004

x 10 -20 cm2 molecule-• at 665 nm. These bands can

with reasonableconfidencebe assignedto Br20 since
similar

bands have also been observed

o.0o2

in the chlorine

analogue, C120, at 420 and 540 nm, albeit with crosssections somewhat lower. The spectrum of Br20 re-

,-

ported here is in good agreementwith an earlier reported spectrum obtained during the decompositionof

OBrO (Rattiganet al. [1994]).The Br20 spectrum,unlike that of C120 exhibitsa vibrationalbandprogression
in the wavelengthregion 345 to 390 nm; the vibrational

spacingbeing• 300 cm-•.

0.000

o

_ -O.OO2
._•

•

-0.004

*-

355

.•,

Absorption

Spectrum of HOBr

360

365

-o

370

375

380

385

wavelength/nm

HOBr was preparedby the addition of excessH20 va- Figure 5. Differential fitting of a sample spectrum
containing 0.2 torr Br20 + Br2 with 9 torr of H20

por to samplesof Br20 (preparedby the abovemethod)
andallowingequilibrium(RS) to be established.A sample of Br20 (0.20 torr which containedapproximately
30% Br2) wasfirstmeasuredinto the absorptioncelland

vaporadded(solidline) to the Br20 reference
spectrum

(dashed
line)andthei'esiduals
aftersubtraction
(thick
dotted line) at 298 K.

a spectrumwas recordedoverthe wavelengthrange355

to 430 nm. Upon additionof watervapor(• 9 torr) a to have similar spectral shapes. Furthermore, experidramatic changeto the spectrumof the mixture was observedas seenin figure 4. The amount of Br20 present
in the samplewas quantifiedby fitting to its vibrational
structurein the differentialspectrumas shownin figure
5. The remaining spectrum after subtraction of Br20
was smooth and showeda large contribution due to Br2
as well as HOBr (seefigure6). A scaledsubtractionof
the Br2 was carried out assumingthat HOBr doesnot
contributesignificantlyat wavelengthsgreaterthan 430
nm, using a referencespectrumfor Br2 recordedunder
the same experimental conditions. This method had to
be usedbecausethe spectralrangedid not coverregions
wherestructuredabsorptionoccursboth for Br20 (A <
390 nm) and Br2 (A > 515 nm). Spectrawererecorded
over severalminutes following the addition of water to
the cell. In all casesthe residualspectra assignedto
HOBr in the wavelengthrange 355-430 nm were found

ments with a factor of 6 variation in H20 vapor concentration were carried out in the same wavelengthregion,
and in all casesthere was no systematic changeto the
shape of the HOBr absorption.
In order to provide completecoverageover the wavelength range 235 to 430 nm experiments were carried
out at various other spectral regions, working toward
shorter wavelengths and ensuring an overlap between
adjacent segmentsof at least 15 nm. Wherever possible,
spectral stripping of the Br20 was carried out using its
vibrational structure as discussedabove,except in the
region 235 to 310 nm where a scaled subtraction was
employed. Quantitative subtraction of Br2 at shorter

wavelengthswas carried out from a knowledgeof the
spectralshapeof HOBr in the overlapregion. In the
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Figure 6. Typical absorptionspectrumafter the differential subtraction of the contribution due to Br20 from

Figure 4. Typical absorptionspectrumof a 0.2 torr
sampleof Br20 containing30% Br2 at 298 K (line a)
and the absorption spectrum after the addition of 9 torr

of H20 vapor (line b) to the samplein line a.

the Br20/Br2/H20 spectrumin Figure4, (line a), a
scaledBr2 referencespectrum(line b) and the residual
spectrumassigned
to HOBr (line c) after subtractionof
line b from line a. See text for details.
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wavelength region 235 to 310 nm, however, the correction for Br2 was negligibleand the subtractionof Br20
was facilitated from a knowledge of the spectral shape
of the HOBr at longer wavelengths.
After submissionof this work for publication we learned
of a new study which employed laser photofragment
spectroscopyto determine the relative yields of hydroxyl radicalsproducedby laser photolysisof mixtures

(a)

4.0

•[]

[][]
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oo

o

Lightson •

E 30'

o%
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20'

o

H20addition

*

O

containing Br2, Br20, H20 and HOBr in the region

440 to 650 nm (Barneset al. [1996]).This workindicates the presenceof a weak absorptionband for HOBr
centered at • 440 nm. It is suggestedthat the band
arises from excitation to a triplet state of HOBr. This
result implies that the above assumption of zero contribution of HOBr • •h .... •;•
spectrum at 430
nm is incorrect. In order to investigate the presenceof
this weak band, we have analyzed spectra of the Br20H20-HOBr mixtures taken in our study with the low
resolutiongrating (2.5 nm FWHM) coveringthe wavelength region 263 to 569 nm. Twenty wideband spectra
were analyzed from two mixtures containing initially
4.6x10•s and 1.8x10•s moleculecm-3 Br20 with 2.88
torr and 2.45 torr H20 respectively. After subtraction
of the Br20 absorption using differential fitting to the
vibrational

structure

from

350 to 380 mn as described

previously, the Br2 was subtracted off the remaining
spectrum by scaling it to the average absorbanceat 435
q- 5 nm and at 505 q- 5 nm. The averaged spectra
obtained in this way are plotted in figure 10. When
zero HOBr contribution at 435 nm was assumed, the
spectrum was identical to that obtained in the narrower
wavelengthregionand higher resolutiongrating (0.6 nm

O
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Figure 7. Concentration
(10•s molecule
cm-3 ) time

profileof Br20 (solidcircles),Br2 (diamonds),HOBr
the tail region. However, if zero HOBr absorbancewas (opencircles)and total Br2 (squares)at 298 K with the
assumed at 505 nm, a shoulder appeared in the tail, additionof (a) 4.3 torr of H20 and (b) 9.0 torr H20 to
the Br20/Br2 sample.The [HOBr]wasestimatedfrom
which would be consistent with another weak band centhe A[Br20] upon additionof the H20 vaporto the
tered around 440 nm. Despite having used a Pyrex fil- Br20/Br2 sample.Seetext for details.
FWHM) and showeda smoothcutoff in absorptionin

ter data obtained at wavelengths>• 510 nm could not
be used because of complications due to secondorder
effects. Time-resolved experiments showedthat the ab-

The amount of HOBr in the equilibrium nfixture was
assumed
to be given by the stoichiometry:
sorbancein the shoulderregion (430 to 500 nm) varied
linearly with that in the band centered around 350 nm,

consistentwith it being HOBr. The value of the cross-

sectionat 350nm (cr=ll.5x10-2ø cm2 molecule
-•) and
the equilibrium constant Ks (.=0.036) obtainedfrom
these spectra were closeto the averagevaluesfrom all
experiments(seebelow). The absorptionat • < 400 nm
was not significantlychangedfrom the previoushighresolution

data.

Absorption

Cross section for HOBr

This

2A[Br20]

(1)

Figure 7(a) showsthe concentration-timeprofile of
the various bromine speciesin the cell when 4.3 torr of
H20 was added to a 0.12 torr sample of Br20 contain-

ing initially • 10% Br2. Prior to the additionof water,
Br20 decayed, with production of Br2 with a first or-

der decayconstantof (6.6 4- 1.1)x10-4 s-•. This is

In order to estimate the absorption cross-sectionfor
HOBr it is necessaryto accurately determine its concentration.

A[HOBr]-

was obtained

fi'om estimation

of the

believed to be due to a heterogeneousreaction since
the rate was independent of total pressureand tended
to decreasein successiveexperiments as the surfacebecanhe conditioned. The concentration of Br20 at the

Cllangem [Br20] uponthe additionof excess
H20 va- point of H20 addition was estimated by extrapolation

por, whichresultsin the equilibrium(R8) beingestab- of this decay.
Upon addition of H20 there was an abrupt drop
lished(seebelow):
in the [Br20] whichthen underwenta slowdecomposition with concurrent production of Br2. The slow
(RS) Br20 + H20 •
2HOBr
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losswas first order in [Br•.O]as shownby the semi- 7(a). Upon addition of H20 the Br2 balancewas relog plot in figure8(a), with a decayrate of (4.91 q- storedand a distinctrapid rise in [Br2]is evidentbe-

0.01)x10
-4 s-•. The [Br20]immediately
afterH20 ad- fore the increasedue to the slow decompositionof Br20
dition was obtained by a short back extrapolation, and

and/or HOBr. This behaviorwas muchlessapparent

henceA[Br•.O]couldbe determined.

at 308 K and is believed to result from the physical
adsorption of Br2 at the vessel walls, with displacement of the adsorbed Br2 by more strongly absorbed
water molecules. In the subsequentperiod when Br2 in-

After the addition of H•O the absorption due to
HOBr appeared rapidly and then showed a slow first

orderdecay.The slopeof the semilogplot (figure8(b))
was (2.2 q- 0.2)x10-4 s-•, i.e. a factor of 2 lessthan creased, there was a slow loss of total Br2, which could
the slope for Br•.O decay, within the experimental error. This feature was observed in all experiments and
provides a strong indication that the equilibrium (R8)
was maintained throughout the decay. Back extrapolation of the HOBr absorption to the point of H•.O ad-

result from additional surface loss of Br2.

Important differenceswere observedin experiments

with higheradded[H20] (P > 8 torr), an exampleof
whichis shownin figure 7(b). After the additionof
H20 therewasa distinctdelayperiodbeforethe [HOBr]

maximized, while the changes in Br2 and Br20 were
dition gavethe absorptioncorresponding
to [HOBr] 2A[Br20] (see(1)). This wasusedto calculateO'HOBr
, much less affected. The time period increased with the
whichwasthen usedto computethe valuesof [HOBr] amount of added H20. At first this was thought to be a
and total [Br2]plottedfor the remainderof the experi- mixing effect following the addition of a relatively large
ment.

Prior to H20 addition,[Br20] declinedwhileBr2 increased. However the Br2 increase was less than the
Br20 loss, as seen from the total Br2 curve in figure
0.6
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partial pressure of H20 to small amounts of Br20 in
the cell. However, when a similar pressureof N2 was

addedto the Br20/Br2 mixtures,smallperturbations
due to mixing could be seen, but they restored on a
shorter timescale (<100 s), more in line with diffusive
mixing times for these conditions. The slow growth of
HOBr

(a) Br20

0.3

is indicative

of a surface controlled kinetic effect.

probably associated with multilayer adsorption of water, which is likely to occur on a glasssurfaceat relative

00''

humiditiesgreater than • 40%. During this period the
equilibrium between the gaseousBr20, H20 and HOBr

-0.3

was not established

and the data

could not be used to

determine • or Ks. Beyond this period the HOBr maximized and then decayedwith a first order rate of (6.95

-0.6
-0.9

q- 0.35)x10-4 s-1 i.e. a factor of two lowerthan that

-1.2

of Br20, (1.29 q- 0.16)x10-a s-•) as alsoobserved
at
lower[H20] in figure7(a). The 'true' initial HOBr ab-
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sorption was again determined by back extrapolation
to the point of H20 addition and rrHOBrdetermined ac-

cording to (1). There was no systematicvariation in
•HOBrdeterminedin this way overa rangeof [H20] as

-4.2

is seen from

the data

smmnarized

in Table

2.

The secondeffectof increased[H20] wasto maintain

43
-4.5

a better massbalancein total Br2 during the decayof
Br20 and HOBr. For example,in figure 7(b) following the mixing period the total bromine is reasonably

-46 ß

constant

44

-4

ß

as a function

of time.

Furthermore,

the to-

tal amount of Br2 recoveredat the end after complete
conversionof the HOBr and Br20 into Br2 via photolysis, agrees with the initial total concentrationsof
Br20 and Br2, indicating that the estimation of both

7
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Figure S. Plotsof (a) log• [Br20]versustime and (b)
log• HOBr absorbanceversustime following the addi-

Br20 and HOBr are consistent. The better mass balance can be rationalised

in terms of the influence

of the

more strongly adsorbingwater molecules,loweringthe
extent of surface adsorption of Br2.
Once the HOBr concentration is known, the absorption cross-section

can be calculated

from the absorbance

tion of 4.3 torr of H20 vaporto the Br20/Br2 sample measurements using the Beer Lambert law. Table 2
at 298 K. The lines show the least squares fit to the shows the values of •HOm. at 360 nm for a variety of
data.
initial conditions at different temperatures in the range
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Table 2. Absorptioncross-section
for HOBr andequilibriumconstantKs at varioustemperatures
and [H20]
Temp/K
308

298

288

278

[H•OI

a**o ,•

10-•7 molecule cm-•

102ø crn2 molecule-•

3.76
2.95
1.97
1.70
1.45

11.0 4- 1.3
9.56 4- 1.2
12.3 4- 0.6

12.8 4- 0.5
12.5 4- 0.4

0.047 4- 0.003
0.046 4- 0.002
0.046 4- 0.002
0.0414- 0.002
0.043 4- 0.004

average

11.6 4- 1.2

0.045 4- 0.002

4.21
3.97
3.30
3.27
2.90
2.82
1.67
1.58
1.38
0.82
0.66

9.84
10.9
9.26
10.9
11.2
10.4
11.7
11.7
11.4
11.2
13.6

0.038
0.038
0.038
0.036
0.037
0.039
0.037
0.038
0.044
0.026
0.039

0.55

12.2 4- 1.4

0.017 4- 0.003b

average

11.2 4- 1.1

0.037 4- 0.004

3.28
2.98
2.87

11.6 4- 1.1
12.3 4- 4.5
13.9 4- 1.6

0.033 4- 0.005
0.029 4- 0.005
0.031 4- 0.002

average

12.6 4- 1.0

0.031 4- 0.002

1.736
1.371
1.041

12.8 4- 1.8
12.9 4- 0.7
10.5 4- 1.9

0.028 4- 0.003
0.028 4- 0.003
0.023 4- 0.003

average

12.1 4- 1.1

0.026 4- 0.002

44444444444-

Ks•

0.7
0.4
1.0
3.2
0.6
2.3
0.7
0.3
0.6
1.2
1.8

44444444444-

0.003
0.004
0.003
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.006
0.003
0.007

aKs=[HOBr]•/[Br• O][H•O].
bnot;includedin the average
of Ks
278 to 308 K. There was no significant temperature dependence in the cross-sectionand the mean value of

probablyarisesfrom an under-estimation
of [Br2]tdue
to adsorption of Br•. at the walls, which will result in

era00nm
was(11.6-t- 1.3)x10-•'ø cm•' molecule
-• (error an overestimation
of [HOBr]calculated
by equation(2)
represents
statisticalscatterat the la level). As a check and hence lower values for aHOBr. The higher value
on the values of the cross-section

determined

on the ba-

given above is therefore preferred.
The absorption cross-sections
for HOBr calculated in
ately after the addition of H•.O wascalculatedassuming this study are compared with the previous values of

sis of A[Br•.O], the amountof HOBr presentimmedi-

Orlandoand Burkholder[1995]in figure9. Tabulated

a mass balance of total bromine, i.e.

[HOBrlt- 2x([Br20]i- [Br20]t)- ([Br2]t- [Br2]i)

values averaged over 5 nm intervals are shown in Table 1. The uncertainty in the estimation of erbased on

the spreadof the valuesis -t- 13% at wavelengths<400
nm, increasingrapidly at longerwavelengthsdue to the
to the concentrations at some time after H20 addition. assumptionmade regarding the point where HOBr abBecauseof the delay in the rise in the HOBr absorption sorbancebecomesnegligible compared to the Br•. im(at higherH20) and the lossof total bromineat longer purity. At wavelengths < 300 nm the cross-sections
reaction times, it was necessaryto extrapolate the val- determined here are in good agreementwith the previuesof rr calculatedfrom [HOBr]tto the pointof water ously determined values. The absorption cross-section
addition. The mean value of rr300nrncalculated in this at the maximumnear282nm a=(3.1 -t- 0.4) x I0 -•ø
(2)

where

i refers to the initial

concentrations

and t refers

-• is in excellentagreement
with that obwaywas(9.90-t-1.62)x10
-2ø cm2 molecule
-• at 298K, cm2 molecule
i.e. 15% lower than the mean value of cra00nm
basedon

tained by Orlando and Burkholder.However,at longer

A[Br20], but within the errorlimits. The lowervalue wavelengthswhich is the most important regionfor pho-
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amountof Br2 wastypically• 10x6moleculecm-3, i.e.
approximatelyan order of magnitudehigherthan in the
present work and the absorption due to Br2 dominated
that of HOBr at wavelengths• 350 nm. This could
have lead to uncertainties in the spectral subtraction
of Br2O at longer wavelengthswhere its structured absorption lies. Thus small errors in the amount of Br20
would have influencedthe derived spectrum and hence
the HOBr

cross-sections.

During the course of this work we have learned of
two further investigationsof the absorptionspectrum

of HOBr. Benter et al. [1995]reportedcross-section
270

310

350

390

430

wavelength/nm

measurementsin the region 234- 400 nm for HOBr,
producedby bubbling helium through freshly prepared
aqueous 0.2 M HOBr solutions at 293 K. Much lower

Figure 9. Absorption cross-sections
of HOBr at 298
K with a wavelength cutoff at 430 nm determined in [Br•.O]/[HOBr]ratios(• 0.02at 293K) wereachieved
this work (solid line) and selecteddata from Orlando by this method. HOBr concentrationswere determined
andBurkholder
[1995](filledtriangles).The difference either by iodometric titration of trapped samples or by
between this work and that of Orlando and Burkholder
gas phase titration of HOBr with C1 atoms in a fast
[1995]is shownby the dashedline. The opentriangles flow system. Spectra were recorded with a photodishow the scaled Br•.O cross-sectionsdetermined in this
ode array. The cross-sectionsreported at the two band
work.

maximawere (2.4 q- 0.1) x 10-•9 cm2 molecule
-• at
284mn and 7.7x10-2ø cm2 molecule
-• at 350nm. Figtolysis in the atmosphere,our values are up to a factor
of • 2.5 higher and significantabsorptiondue to HOBr
is measured out to 430 nm. The shape of the HOBr
spectrum is very similar to that of the chlorineanalogue

HOC1,(Burkholder[1993]),HOBr beingred-shiftedby
• 45 nm. The intensity of the HOBr absorptionis however higher than that of HOC1 in both bands.
The reasonfor the discrepancybetween our spectrum

ure 10 showsa comparison of this and the other HOBr

spectranormalizedto a value of (3.1 q- 0.4) x l0 -•9
cm2 molecule
-• at 282 nm. The shapeof the Benter
et al. [1995]spectrumlies closerto the presentwork
than to the Orlandoand Burkholder[1995]spectrum,
but nevertheless

the cross-sections

are lower in the re-

gion of strong Br20 absorption. Unfortunately, Benter

et al. [1995]did not extendtheir measurements
beyond
and that of Orlandoand Burkholder[1995]at longer 400 nm and they did not discusstheir methodologyof
wavelengthsis immediately apparent when the differ- correction for Br20 absorption.
ences in the cross-sectionas a function of wavelength
In a secondstudy•Deterset al. [1996]havepresented
are examined, seefigure 9. The differencematcheswell results from similar experimentsto our own, utilising
the spectrum of Br•.O, indicating that the discrepancy
arisesfrom systematic errors in subtraction of Br.•O in
oneof the two studies.As seenfrom figure5, there is no
structure evident in the residual from the least squares
2 1 0'•9
o
fitting routine: a measure of the accuracy in the fitted
E
Br20 can be determined from the uncertainty in the
gradient of a plot of the fitted and the scaledreference
o 1
spectrum. This was found to be typically better than q-

2% (2rr)in the presentstudy.However,because
the absorptiondue to Br2O wasan order of magnitudegreater
than the HOBr absorptionat 360 nm, the HOBr crosssectionsare quite sensitiveto small errorsin the amount
of Br•O subtracted. The q- 2% uncertaintyin the Br•O
subtraction translates to •, q- 10% error in the HOBr

cross-sectionin the present experiments. Thus the discrepancy in the cross-sectionsis well outside the error
in the present study.

Orlandoand Burkholder[1995]alsoapplieddifferential fitting routines to subtract Br•O absorption from
HOBr, and subtractionof the Br• was carried out by
a similar method to that used here, i.e. by assuming
that only Br2 absorbed at wavelengths • 440 nm. In
the experiments of Orlando and Burkholder howeverthe

E 0.20---*-Or,.
&Buk.
I
E•- Benteret al.

c

'•'

--'•-- Deters
etal.I •, •

ß O'21

This
work(a)

"I
•

•

O

•

Yi[ure

'""•

This
work(b)
I

.

....

250

I
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,

I

....
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400
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Z0, Abso•p•o• •oss-se•o•s

I
I

....

450

500

of HOBr

lille), Orlandoand Burkholder
(solidsquares
and dot-

tedline),Benteret al. [1995(opensquares
anddashed

line) and Deterset al. [1995 (opentrianglesand dashdotted line). Data of Benter et al. and Deters et al.

[1996]are normalizedto a value of 3.1 x 10-xo cm2
molecule- • at 282 nm.
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the reaction of Br20 with H20 to make HOBr. They

report cross-sections
at the two band maximaof (2.7

averagevalue of 0.037 4- 0.003. This value is a factor
of • 2 larger than previouslydeterminedby Orlando

[1995].The valuefor Ks remainedes4. 0.4)x10
-•ø cm2 molecule
-• at 280nm and (7.0 4. andBurkholder
1.1)x10
-2ø cm2 molecule
-• at 355nm. The spectrum sentially constant over more than a factor of 6 change
normalized

at the maximum

near 282 nm is also shown

in the initial [H20] addedas shownin Table2. Furin figure 10. It is closerin shapeto the Orlandoand thermore, experimentsin different spectral regionsdid
Burkholder
[1995]spectrum.Clearly,the differences
lie not show any systematicvariation in Ks. The average

in the subtraction of Br20 absorption, but details of
the methodologyfor this were not given.
Neither of these studiesprovidesinformation on the
weakabsorptionband for HOBr centeredabout 440 nm,
detectedusingphotofragmentspectroscopy
by Barnes

of all the data at 298 K yield a value for Ks - 0.037
4- 0.004, which is not too dissimilar from the value of

(0.1 4- 0.01)for the corresponding
equilibriuminvolving
C120andH20 [Burkholder,
1993].
Experiments have also been conductedat tempera-

et al. [1996].The cross-section
at themaximumwases- tures in the range 278 to 308 K in order to determine
timated by comparingthe relative yield of OH, assum- the temperaturedependenceof the equilibriumconstant
ing •mit quantumyield for dissociationvia the process and hence to obtain thermodynamicparameters(AH
and AS) for (RS). For theseexperiments
the spectral
in (R4)'
region
•
290
nm
was
selected
so
that
accurate
subtrac(R4) HOBr+hv
) OH+Br
tion of Br20 couldbe carried out usingdifferentialfitandutilising
thevalueof a(355nm)fromOrlandoting to its vibrational fine structure as discussedabove.
andBurkholder
[1995].Thevalueobtained
was8.8x10
-2• Any temperature dependencein the absorptioncrosscm2 molecule-• at 440nm. If scaledto thepresentvalue sectionof HOBr was assumedto be indistinguishable
of 12.5x10-2ø cm2 molecule-• at 350 nm the value is
18.0x10 -2• cm2 molecule-• at 440 nm which is sub-

from the error uncertainties in a of 4- 13% in the lim-

stintlilly higher than the crosssectionobtainedfrom

in these calculations. The values obtained for Ks are

analysisof ourwidebandspectra,i.e. • 7.5x10-2• cm2

shown in Table 2, indicating an approximate factor of

ited temperature range used, and was not considered

molecule-•. Clearly there remainsconsiderable
uncer- 2 changeover the experimentaltemperature range 278
tainty about this long wavelengthabsorptionband of to 308 K. A Van't Hoff plot of In Ks versus1000/T
HOBr.
as shownin figure 11 yields a value for AHs - (13.0

Equilibrium ConstantKs--[HOBr]2/[Br20] [H20]

4- 0.5) kJ mol- • and ASs of about(16 4- 2) J mol-•

K-•. This low valuefor AS is expectedfor the reaction
The equilibrimnconstantfor (R8) was determined betweenthe triatomic speciesBr20 and H20 forming
from the [Br20] and [HOBr] presentfollowingthe ad- two triatomic product molecules.The valueagreeswith
ditionof a knownexcess[H20]. Valuesfor the equilib- the calculated value of AS ø - 18 J tool -• K -• obtained
rium constant Ks at 298 K as a function of time with
usingBensoh's[1976]bondadditivitymethodto esti-

an initialI-t20vaporconcentration
of 2.9x10•7molecule mateSø(Br20)29s
K = 289J mol-• K-• anda valuefor
g -- 248J mol-• K -• fromMcGrathand
cm-3 are shownin Table 3. Oncemixingis achieved, Sø(HOBr)29s
the values of Ks are reasonablyconstant and yield an Rowland[1994].Takingan averageof the reportedvalTable 3. Equilibrium constant Ks versustime
Time/sec

Total [Br2]

Ks"

x 10• molecule cm30

0

6.254

110
164

0.018b
0.027b

6.084
5.913

224
314
434
554
743
914
1094
1274
1394

0.039
0.036
0.035
0.041
0.032
0.033
0.035
0.035
0.043

6.280
6.243
6.164
6.234
6.019
5.998
5.997
5.970
6.186

average

0.037

4- 0.003

Temperature
is 298K; [H20]= 2.9x10
•?molecule
cm-s.
'K,--[HOBr]•/[Br•O][H•O1.
bnotincludedin the averageof Ks, seetext for details
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igUre
The
calculated
HOBr
photolysis
-•) at 12.
70mbar
asa function
of solar
zenithcoefficien
angle(de-

grees)usingthe cross-section
data of this study,with a
wavelengthcut offat 430 nm (dashedline), and a wavelength cutoff at 510 nm (dash-dottedline) and those
reportedby OrlandoandBurkholder[19951(solidline).

uesofAHø(HOBr)29s
K = -58.5kJtool-• [McGrathand A midlatitude ozone and temperature profile was used,
Rowland, 1994; Ruscic and Berkowitz, 1994; Gl'ukhovt- and a photodecompositionquantum efficiency of unity

sevet al., 1996;Locket al., 1996;Thornet al. 1996]and was assumed.
usingthe abovevaluefor AHs, a valuefor AHø(Br20)
of 112 kJ mol-• is obtainedcomparedto the recently involved the heterogeneousconversionof HO=NO= into
reportedvalueof 107kJ mol-• by Thornet al. [1996]. HONO on aerosol particles overnight. The abrupt in-

Atmospheric

crease in HOx at dawn was ascribed to the subsequent
photolysis of HONO into OH and NO. However recent

Implications

The absorption cross-sections
for HOBr determined
in this study have been used in a photochemicalbox
model to calculate the photolysisrate at 70 mbar as a
functionof solar zenith angle (SZA). For this calculation a midlatitude ozone and temperature profile were
usedand a photodissociationquantum yield of unity for
HOBr was assumed. The calculated photolysis rates

measurementsby Zhang et al. (Heterogeneouschemistry of HO=NO2 on liquid sulfuric acid, submitted to
J. Phys. Chem., 1995) indicate that the heterogeneous
conversion of HO=NO= into HONO is too slow to ac-

count for the observedproduction in HO and HO=.
The

effect

of the revised

HOBr

cross-sections

cou-

(jHonr) versusSZA are shownin figure 12. As can

pled with heterogeneousbromine chemistry on the calculated levels of HO• has also been investigated. During the night the heterogeneoushydrolysisof BrONO2

be seen,the calculatedphotolysisrate for HOBr is increasedby a factor of • 2.3 or 2.8, compared with the

on sulphateaerosols
produces
HOBr [HansonandRavishankara,1995]and photolysisof the nightti•neaccu-

data of Orlandoand Burkholder[1995]dependingon mulated HOBr at sunrisecould lead to a rapid rise in
whether the long wavelengthband is included. In the

OH. As a result little BrONO= remains if even moder-

sunlit atmospherea valueof • 2.5-3x10-a s-• is ob- ate aerosolloadingsare present.Lary et al. [1996]have
tained, which correspondsto a lifetime for HOBr of •
6 minutesindicating that its photodissociation
lifetime

indeed shown that this nighttime production of HOBr

The model used accountsfor sphericalgeometryof the
atmosphericand all ordersof multiple scatteringas de-

reportedby $alawitchet al. [1994],althoughthe mag-

leads to a sudden increase in the OH and HO= conis comparableto that of BrONO•. [Lary et al., 1996]. centrations at dawn, which is similar to those recently
nitude

of this increase

was somewhat

underestimated

scribedby Lary and Pyle [1991a,b].The effectof scat- in their work. If the HOBr cross-sectionsreported in
tering from clouds however is not consideredin these

this study, however, are used instead of those of Or-

calculations.

landoand Burkholder[1995],the rate of HOBr photol-

The

model

is based on work of Meier

et

al. [1982],Nicoletet al. [1982],and Anderson[1983].

ysisis increasedby a factor of • 2.5. Figures13(a) and
Recent measurementsduring the StratosphericPho- (b) showthat this doesnot influencegreatly the daytochemistry,Aerosolsand DynamicsExpedition(SPADE) time HO• radical concentrations;it doesgive a stronger

campaign[$alawitchet al., 1994]indicateda pulseof point of inflection in OH and HO= at sunrise, which is
HO and HO2 after sunrise at 37.4•N, consistent with

in better agreement with the SPADE observationsthan

the photolysisof a nighttime reservoirof HOx. An ar-

the simulations
presented
by Lary et al. [1996].In these

gumentwasproposedby $alawitchet al. [1994],which

calculations

HOBr

cross sections with a cutoff at 430 nm
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ratio in the lower stratosphere. This, in turn, causes
additional C1Oz and BrOz activation, which enhances

the effectiveness
of the gasphaseC10/BrO cycles.The
increasein OH and HO2 alsoenhances
the HO2/C10
and HO2/BrO catalyticcycles.The catalytichydrolysisof BrONO• leadsto a directconversion
of NOz (NO
+ NO2) to HNO3. For sunlitconditionsat midlatitudes
this direct conversion
to HNOs is of comparablemagnitude to that causedby the hydrolysisof N2Os. However, there is also an indirect enhancement in HNO3

that occursowingto the increasein the rate of reaction
of OH with NO2. These mechanisms,all of which act
together, lead to enhancedlossof 03 at all latitudes in
the lower stratosphere.
This is of interestsincea recentWorld Meteorologi-

cal Organization(WMO) assessment
[WMO, 1992]reported that for the first time there were statistically
significantdecreasesin ozonein all seasonsin both the
northern and southernHemispheresat midlatitudes and
high latitudes during the 1980s, and that most of this
decreaseis occurring in the lower stratosphere. •rends

derivedfrom ozonesondes
by Logan,[1994]supportof
thesefindings. Solomonet al. [1996]showedthat
(b)

SolarZenithAngle(degrees)

when a two-dimensional

model is constrained

with time

varying aerosolobservations,the shape of the observed
Figure 13. The effectof HOBr photolysisand hetero- trends in ozone are reproducedbut their magnitudeis
geneousbromine reactionson sulphate aerosolson the about 50% largerthan that whichis observed.This pashapeof (a) OH and (b) HO2 diurnalcycles.The initial per showsthat at least part of this ozonelossis likely
conditions were taken from Table 1 of Salawitch et al.
to be due to insitu heterogeneousbromine reactions.
[1994]and an assumed
total BrOy of 11.5pptv at 66.9 As the hydrolysisof BrONO2 is not very temperature
mbar. The solid lines uses the cross-sections of Orlando

and Burkholder[1995]and doesnot includeheteroge- dependent, it can occur at all latitudes. For a more
detailedanalysis,seeLary et al. [1996].

neousbromine chemistry. The dot-dashedline usesthe
HOBr

cross-sections of Orlando

and Burkholder

and in-

cludesthe heterogeneous
brominereactionsas described

by Lary et al. [1996].The dashedline usesthe HOBr Conclusions
cross-sections
determined in this work (wavelengthcut-

off at 430 nm) and includesheterogeneous
brominereactionsas described
by Lary et al. [1996].

The absorptioncross-sections
for HOBr appear to be
larger at wavelengths310 to 430 nm than those pre-

viouslydeterminedby Orlandoand Burkholder[1995].
The calculated atmospheric photolysis rate is, correspondingly, a factor of 2.5 faster. Inclusion of heterogeneoushydrolysis of BrONO2 into HOBr on sulphate aerosolstogether with the faster photolysisrate
of HOBr brings the model simulationsof the details in
the diurnal variation of HO and HO2 into good agreeruns, the model underpredicts the observedHOz and ment with •he SPADE observations. In addition, the
there is no evidencefor an early morningpulsein either catalytic hydrolysisof BrONO2 leadsto enhancedozone
OH or HO2. The simulations
shownin figures13(a) and lossat all latitudes in the lower stratosphere. This loss
(b) usedthe initial conditionsgivenby Salawitchet al. is mainly due to the elevated levels of HO• and BrO

were used (seefigure 10). Allowing for the weak band
around440 nm from this work givesa 10-15%earlier
risetimein HO and HO2; the agreementwith the 'pulse'
in the SPADE data is not greatly affected.If heterogeneous bromine che•nistry is not included in the model

[1994,Table1] andassumed
a totalBrOyof 11.5parts and the reduction in NOz which enhancesthe C10 con-

RATTIGAN
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centration, thereby enhancingOa lossby the catalytic

cyclesC10/BrO, HO•./C10,andHO•./BrOin the lower
stratosphere.
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